1. Almost orthogonal series. Let us consider an infinite sequence {<t>n(x)} } n -1, 2, • • • , of complex-valued functions of the real variable x, of class L 2 (a, 6), normalized so that J h a \<t>n{x) \ 2 dx~ 1 for all n. Assume further that the sequence satisfies the following condition We wish to show that under the above conditions we have a Bessel inequality and an analogue of the Riesz-Fisher theorem. which is the result in question.
2. An *'almost" moment problem. Let us consider the sequence of functions {e M /(b-a) 112 }, the X n being real and distinct, over a finite interval (a, b). Then we have the following theorem. We have
IX'
e iKlt e -iKhtdt | X* -Xi | ' k9*l.
Therefore, in view of the hypothesis, this is a corollary of Theorem 2.
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